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Figure 1: The MR-R2 plane is sub-divided into five fit regions ( f Ri), shown in green, and six
adjacent signal regions (Si) (red or orange). Data in the fit region (the sum of the all f Ri are used
to extract a background model. The signal regions are then used to establish the agreement
between this model and the data in a region excluded from the fit.

penalty is centred around the value extracted with the width set to the uncertainty from
the fit.

3. The QCD background shape is then extracted by fitting all data in the BVeto box and the
QCD-like shape propagated to the BJet box. The initial parameter estimates for the QCD
shape are taken from MC.

4. We define a fit region in the bottom-left corner of the BJet box (see Fig. 1), where the
number of signal events expected is small compared to the SM background. The areas
excluded from the fit region are expected to have higher sensitivity to potential signal
events.

5. We fit the events in the fit region under the background-only hypothesis to derive a model
for the shape and yields of the SM backgrounds. We then use this background model to
extrapolate to the rest of the analysis region in the R2 –MR plane. The MC dependence
on the final background shape has been shown to be negligible. We quantify the agree-
ment between the data and the background model through the integral of the background
model yield in a limited set of predefined non-overlapping signal regions (SRs), shown in
Fig. 1, motivated by MC studies.

6. Observing no significant excess we proceed to set limits using a hybrid CLs [26] test on the
full R2-MR plane. We use a finer binning of the 2D plane to build a numerical probability
density function (PDF) of the signal distribution for a given signal model.

Each of these steps is described in more detail later.


